
First, you will work with Slotegraaf's Project Manager and Designer who note site measurements and

establish the goals and needs of your design. From here, they will be able to determine your design style

and the finishes needed for the overall space. 

While you will have an initial consultation with our Designers and remain in contact throughout the

project, Grand Valley Tile consultants will also play a part in helping you establish the space you're

envisioning with their tile and flooring, along with the installation of these selections. 

You will have the opportunity to meet with Grand Valley Tile's salespeople to make selections. This

meeting can be arranged by our Designer, who can also accompany you on the visit. 

Have your plans and any inspirational photos physically or digitally ready. This can include

screenshots of inspiration, or sharing a Houzz ideabook or Pinterest board. 

You can also check out Slotegraaf and Grand Valley Tile's project inspiration online to give you an

idea of styles and looks that appeal to you. 

Bringing in photos of your space, paint chips, and fabrics to Grand Valley Tile can also help them to

see the existing layout and products you have in order to visualize the bigger picture of your space. 

Opening in 1959, Grand Valley Tile & Flooring was founded by Bruce Goetz and Harold Hunt in Kitchener,

Ontario. As a premier flooring and tile business in the Waterloo Region, they have decades of experience in

the industry along with the largest selection of expertly curated products.
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Grand Valley Tile's showroom has wide range of products to browse, including hardwood, laminate, vinyl,

cork, bamboo, quartz countertops, water-proofing solutions and so much more.

A crew that specializes in different flooring types 

Specialized equipment to prepare flooring surfaces including industrial sanders and grinders

Sticking to timelines and budgets

Grand Valley Tile's quality of installation combined with their high level of service and impressive product

offerings are what set them apart. You can count on: 

When it comes to the installation and reveal of your space, Slotegraaf and Grand Valley Tile work closely

together through regular communication to ensure the details and plan remain aligned. Both

establishments share a common goal and that's the clients' happiness. Seeing your vision materialize into

a home that you love is all part of the plan.

"For a great customer experience and final result, it's best to get a complete

understanding of what the client wants. This includes the functionality of the home

or space, grout colour, and layout, and then ensuring this is all captured in detail on

the quote."
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Their salespeople will help you in filling out a selection form. After touching base with our Designer, a

quote will then be prepared for your approval to move forward with the next steps in renovating or

building your home, along with installation.  


